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advanced! detection! systems! for! the! detection! of! small! ordnance.! Specifically,! the! trial! was!
focused!on!detection!of! a!half!BLU:26!at!25cm!depth!below! the!natural! surface! (the!national!
standard!of!the!Lao!People’s!Democratic!Republic! (Lao!PDR)!as!set!by!the!National!Regulatory!




A! numbers! of! advanced! systems! were! compared! with! each! other! as! well! as! with! systems!








use! of! analogue! metal! detectors.! Depending! on! location! and! conditions,! either! standalone!
detectors,! or! large! array! detection! systems! followed! by! standalone! detectors! used! for!
pinpointing!are!employed.!Such!detectors!rely!solely!on!the!ability!of!the!operator!to!interpret!
audio,! visual! or! motion! alarms! as! indications! that! are! then! physically! marked! and! manually!
excavated.! A! great! proportion! of! these! excavations! turn! out! to! be! false! negatives! –! scrap! or!
contamination! of! various! forms.! In! 2005! and! 2006!UXO! Lao! collected! data! on! fragmentation!
found!during!UXO!clearance.!Based!on!data! from!2,550! individual! clearance! tasks!where!UXO!
was!found,!an!average!of!852!pieces!of!scrap!were!found!for!every!item!of!UXO1.!
!
There! are! a! number! of! systems! in! place! globally! that! utilise! various! geophysical! detection!
systems!and!methodologies!which!allow!large!areas!of!ground!to!be!processed!at!a!much!faster!
speed,! and,! following!detailed!analysis!of! gathered!data,! excavations! are!only!made!on! those!
readings!that!show!the!attributes!of!the!specific!UXO!being!searched!for.!The!detector!trial!will!
provide! data! to! UXO! Lao! so! that! a! determination! can! be! made! as! to! whether! an! advanced!
system! would! provide! significant! positive! benefit! to! the! clearance! process! while! being! cost!




Lao!PDR! is! the!most!heavily!bombed!nation! in! the!world!on!a!per! capita!basis.! ! Between! the!






North!Vietnamese!arms!and! troops! through!Laotian! territory.!The!ordnance!dropped! includes!
more!than!266!million!sub!munitions!(known!as!“bombies”!in!Lao)!released!from!cluster!bombs.!
!
Significant! land! battles,! including! those! during! the! war! for! independence! during! the! French!
colonial! era! and! between! the! Pathet! Lao! and! the! Royal! Lao! forces,! also! contributed! vast!
quantities! of! unexploded! heavy! bombs,! rockets,! grenades,! artillery! munitions,! mortars,! anti:
personnel!landmines,!and!improvised!explosive!devices.!
!





operator.! The! organisation! works! in! nine! of! the! most! heavily! impacted! provinces.! UXO! Lao!




public! institution! of! the! Government! of! the! Lao! PDR.! It! is! responsible! for! the! regulation! and!
coordination! of! all! operators! in! the! country! that! work! towards! reducing! the! impact! of!
unexploded!ordnance.!
!
Subject! to! funding! availability,! UXO! Lao! is! constantly! looking! for! ways! to! improve! clearance!
productivity! and! cost! efficiency.! This! may! involve! testing/adopting! of! new! technology! or!
development! of! more! efficient! working! processes.! In! recent! years! the! Lao! Government! has!
given!high!priority!to!the!clearance!of!so!called!Government!Focal!Areas!(GFA),!which!are!large!
areas!of! land!allocated!for!resettlement!or!other!socio:economic!development.! In!response!to!
this,!UXO!Lao! is! looking! for! technology!that!ensures!reliable!search!based!on!the!Lao!national!
standard! and! that! also! has! good! search! capabilities! for! UXO! detection! below! the! minimum!
depth,!where!applicable.!
!
IV. TRIAL SUMMARY 
During!the!period!November!27,!2014!to!December!20,!2014,!a!number!of!different!analogue!
and! digital! detection! systems! were! blind! tested! at! three! test! areas.! The! target! locations,!
orientations,! depth! distribution! and! level! of! contamination! were! unknown! to! all! operators!
taking!part!in!the!trial.!!The!test!areas,!which!were!prepared!weeks!in!advance!of!the!trials,!were!
approximately! ¼! ha! in! size.! Each! detection! instrument! was! tested! on! the! same! sites! and! in!
precisely!the!same!manner.!
!

























VI. TEST SITES 
The!tests!were!based!at!the!Sepon!mine!site,!owned!and!operated!by!MMG!LXML!and!located!in!
Savannakhet!province,!Lao!PDR.!The!test!areas!are!shown! in!Figure!1.! It! should!be!noted!that!
the!soil!in!test!areas!1!and!2!consisted!of!soil!that!was!moved!to!these!areas!from!mining!pits!as!
non:ore! bearing! ‘waste’.! The! soil! in! these! areas! was! dumped,! graded! and! compacted! with!
rollers!approximately!every!20cm!and!left!to!settle!for!7:10!years.!!
!



















the! limits! of! manoeuvrability! of! current! digital! systems! (i.e.! those! used! for! typical! range!























clays and iron 
cementation in 
fractures.!
3 – 6200 pieces 
of 
fragmentation. !
2 – Gently varying terrain 
with many rocks and 
several small boulders 
strewn throughout.  There 
were also a few small 
gullies of several meters 
long and 10-20cm 
deep.  There was a small 
rise of approximately 3m 
in the middle of the area, 
creating a large lower 
area and smaller upper 













2 – 4450 pieces 
of 
fragmentation.  !
3 – Generally flat area 
which was bisected by 
several gullies ranging 
from 20-120cm deep and 
several to tens of meters 
long; all in various 
directions.  There was 
also a simulated rice 
paddy wall of 
approximately 25m 













1 – 2000 pieces 
of 
fragmentation.  !
2 – Generally flat area 
with tire ruts criss-
crossing most of it.  The 
ruts had been created 
several months earlier in 
the wet season when the 
area was muddy.  The 
area was now dry and the 







998.74! 20!  1 – Highly 
weathered 
siltstones/clays; 
no iron and low 
silica content.!
 1 – 1000 
pieces of 
fragmentation. !




















Area!1!:!NE! 11.6! 10.9! 0.7!
Area!1!:!SE! 68.0! 64.5! 3.5!
Area!1!:!SW! 39.5! 35.0! 4.5!
Area!1!:!NW! 93.0! 75.0! 18.0!
Area!2!:!NE! 93.5! 88.0! 5.5!
Area!2!:!SE! 30.0! 27.5! 2.5!
Area!2!:!SW! 37.5! 36.5! 1.0!
Area!2!:!NW! 41.0! 36.5! 4.5!
Area!3A!:!NE! 35.0! 34.5! 0.5!
Area!3A!:!SE! 564.5! 523.0! 41.5!
Area!3B!:!SW! 21.5! 18.5! 3.0!
Area!3B!:!NW! 3.4! 2.6! 0.8!
!
Area! 3a! is! notable! for! the! most! extreme! ground! conditions.! Although! only! one! of! the! two!




the! area! as! they! could! not! obtain! reliable! measurements.! The! UPEX! 740! operated! by! HALO!
Trust,!the!Minelab!F3!large!head!(MMG)!and!Vallon!(UXO!Lao)!each!declared!portions!of!Area!3a!
unsearchable;! 25.3m2,! 20.7m2! and! 20.7m2! respectively,! although! the!Minelab! F3! large! head!
found!100%!of! targets! to!40cm! in! the!remaining!area.!All! three! instruments!made!by!Geonics!
obtained!some!of!their!best!results!in!Area!3a!while!not!leaving!out!any!of!this!area!due!to!the!
high! mineralization.! Generally,! metal! detectors! with! ground! compensation! achieved! better!




post! processing! of! the! data.! The! soil! signal! decay! rate! is! approximately! V=1/t!which! is!much!









the! Sepon! area! in! order! to! find! test! areas! representative! of! challenging! soil! types! and!
mineralization.!This!was!done!visually,!as!well!as!by!walking!random!lanes!in!the!test!areas!with!





From! a! UXO! Lao! perspective,!mineralized! soil! is! certainly! a! key! factor! impacting! on! detector!




























B) DEPTH TEST LANE 
!
In!addition,!a!separate!test!lane!was!set!up!to!provide!information!about!what!level!of!detection!
is!possible! for! larger! items!at!deeper!depths!at! the!same!detector!settings!used! for! the! trials.!!
This! lane! was! 1m! wide! with! items! placed! at! 3m! intervals! and! increasing! depths! with! 3m! of!



















C) TEST ITEMS 
As!discussed!above,! inert!half!BLU:26’s!were!utilized!along!with!varying!fragmentation,!but!no!

























Range! >25cm! <=25cm! >25cm! >25cm! <=25cm! >25cm! <=25cm! <=25cm! !!
Site!1! 3! 11! 18! ! 7! 8! 3!
!
50!
Site!2! 1! 14! 21! 2! 5!
!
4! 3! 50!
Site!3!A! 1! 8! 10! 1! 3! 4! 3!
!
30!
Site!3!B! 1! 2! 7! ! 3! 4! 3!
!
20!
Total! 6! 35! 56! 3! 18! 16! 13! 3! 150!






































VIII. TEST PROCEDURE 
All!participants!and!equipment!were!given!two!and!a!half!days!of!equipment!preparation!time!
followed!by!four!days! in!which!to!survey!the!three!test!areas.!Each!test!area!required!one!full!
day!to!complete! (including!data!analysis! if! required)!and!the!extra!day!was!used!as!a! reserve.!
The! goal!was! to! have! a! dig! sheet! (along!with! raw!and!processed!data)! submitted! each!day! a!
!!
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A) EQUIPMENT PREPARATION 
Participants!were!shown!all!three!test!areas!during!the!first!day!on!site!and!were!able!to!choose!
how! and! where! they! wanted! to! spend! the! remaining! equipment! preparation! time.! During!
equipment!preparation!no!one!was!allowed!to!enter!the!official!test!areas!and!were!required!to!
stay! at! least! 3!meters! away! from! the! test! areas! at! all! times.! A! 20! x! 20!meter! (approximate)!
calibration!area!adjacent!to!each!test!area!was!provided!for!pre:test!equipment!preparation!and!
for! pre:test! calibration! during! testing.! This! area! was! cleared! of! metal! down! to! 1! meter.!
Participants!were!given!sample!half!BLU:26s!and!fragmentation!similar!to!what!has!been!used!
to! seed! the! test! areas.!Marking!pegs! for! lane/box! setup,! sticks! for! target!marking,!measuring!




Demonstrators!were!given!a! fixed!amount!of! time! to!setup,!calibrate,!and!survey!a!given! test!
area.!Participants!attempted! to!survey!as!much!of! the!area!as!possible! in! the!allotted! time! in!
exactly!the!same!manner!as!they!would!on!a!live!UXO!site!in!terms!of!operating!procedures.!!In!








the! first! and! last! lines;! in! opposite! directions.! Surveying! in! the! reference! area! and! any! QC!
activities!were! included! in! the! total! survey! time.! Participants! utilizing! digital! systems! had! the!
test! day! afternoon! (a!maximum! of! four! and! a! half! (4.5)! hours)! to! perform! data! analysis! and!
produce! a! prioritized! dig! sheet! in! CSV! format.! It! was! acceptable! for! teams! to! utilize! a! field!
computer!to!review!data!or!perform!QC!at!the!test!site.!Any!time!spent!performing!data!analysis!
in!the!field!was!factored!into!the!4.5!hour!data!analysis!time!window.!Some!teams!were!unable!
to!perform!data!analysis!on!site!due! to! logistical! issues.!These! teams!performed!data!analysis!
!!
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from! remote! locations!after! testing!had!been! completed!but!were! still! subjected! to! the! strict!






conducted! the! analogue! system! testing! and! their! teams! were! staffed! and! equipped! as! per!
normal! operations.! Operators! were! selected! based! on! being! qualified! UXO! technicians! who!
were!currently!active!with!at! least!6!months!of!continuous!work!directly!before!the!trial.!Each!
team! represented! the! typical! work! force! in! terms! of! ability,! age! and! sex! in! order! to! achieve!
unbiased!results.!For!Quality!Control! (QC),!Supervisors!were!required!to!perform!10%!physical!
check!per!the!national!standard.!!They!were!required!to!use!the!same!detector!as!the!operator.!




trial! staff! member! recorded! the! location! of! all! target! markers! with! RTK! GPS! and! that! data!
constituted!the!(un:prioritized)!dig!sheet.!
C) DIG SHEET DETAILS (FOR DATALOGGING SYSTEMS) 
A! single!prioritized!dig! sheet!was! supplied!within! 4.5!hours!of! having! access! to! the!data.! The!
sheet! contained! all! possible! targets! in! the! test! area! (which! included! all! potential! UXO! and!
clutter).! The! targets!were! given! a! unique! target! ID! number!with! the! highest! confidence!UXO!






D) TEST TEAM DATA RECORDING 
Test!staff!recorded!the!following!data!during!each!test!day:!
• Start!and!stop!times!for:!












IX. TEST SCHEDULE 
After!the! initial!2.5!days!of!setup!and!calibration!time!each!piece!of!equipment!was!tested!on!




Date! Area!1! Area!2! Area!3!








































































































Date! Area!1! Area!2! Area!3!
12/19/2014! GAP!EOD!–!UltraTEM! ! !
12/19/2014! ! GAP!EOD!–!UltraTEM! !











A) PROBABILITY OF DETECTION AND FALSE ALARM RATE 
One!of!the!primary!objectives!of!the!test!was!to!quantify!the!ability!of!each!system!to!identify!
the!maximum!number!of!half!BLU:26!targets!while!minimizing!the!number!of!non:BLU!targets!
which! would! be! required! for! investigation.! Dig! sheet! locations! were! compared! with! the!
locations!of!seeded! items! in!order!to!determine!the!horizontal!positioning!error.!The!basis! for!
declaring! that! a! system!has!properly!detected!a! target! is! dependent!on!horizontal! separation!
distance!of!the!dig!sheet!target!location!and!an!actual!seeded!location!–!we!call!this!Distance)to)
Target!and!define!successful!detection!for!each!type!of!system!below.!






















1. Probability!of!detection:!!"# = ! #!!"!!"#$%!&!!"#$%!&!#"!"!#$!#!!"!!""#"#!!"#$%!&!









display! error! bars! on! the! graphs! to! show! the! 95%! confidence! limits! of! the! data.! These! limits!
indicate!how!confident!we!can!be!in!the!test!results!and!the!larger!the!error!bar!spread!the!less!
confidence!we!should!have!with!a!given!set!of!data!–!this!can!be!seen!when!looking!at!results!




Shown!below! is! the!PoD! for!all! systems! for!0:25cm!Depth,! the! [XX]!after! some!of! the! system!
names! indicates!which!set!of!data! is!being!shown.!The! ‘P’! indicates!preliminary!data! that!was!
calculated! in! the!4.5!hours!after!each!test!day!whereas! ‘F’! indicates! final!data!submitted!with!
each! equipment! operators/manufacturers! final! report.! The! ‘T’! refers! to! the! data! being! the!
prioritized!list!of!targets!and!the!‘R’!refers!instead!to!the!reference!list!that!indicates!all!possible!





























To! truly! get! an! appreciation! for! the! data! it! is! a! common! convention! to! look! at! the! Receiver!
Operator! Characteristic! (ROC)! plots! to! see! the! trade:off! between! PoD! and! False! Alarm! Rate.!!







































































meters! each! system! can! clear! in! a! given! amount! of! time.! For! the! purposes! of! this! report,!
productivity!is!defined!as!the!total!square!meters!that!UXO!Lao!(using!appropriate!resources!to!
ensure!max!efficiency)!could!clear!using!a!given!system!in!one!(1)!hour.!The!term!“clear”!refers!
to!multiple! actions:! survey!of! an! area,! data! processing! (for! digital! systems),! and! investigation!
(reacquiring!dig!sheet! locations)!and!excavation!of! indications.! It! is! important!to!note!that!the!
calculation! of! productivity! is! not! just! a! direct! calculation! of! how!productive! each! system!was!
during!the!trial,!instead!it!is!an!attempt!to!extrapolate!the!potential!productivity!of!each!system!
if!SOPs!were!setup!to!allow!for! the!most!reasonably!efficient!process!possible.!Obviously,! this!
productivity! calculation! does! not! take! into! account! all! possible! variables,! but! instead! uses!












survey! if! utilized! by! UXO! Lao! in! actual! operations.! Note! that! the! medic! is! not! counted! as! a!
!!
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resource! during! the! survey! portion! of! the! clearance! process! because! they! are! only! required!
during!excavation.!For!the!investigation!and!excavation!portion!of!the!clearance!effort,!for!both!
analogue! and! digital! systems,! the! full! team! of! 8! searchers! has! been! used! to! determine! a!
duration!for!each!system.!
!
To! calculate! productivity! the! total! area! surveyed! by! each! system! is! divided! by! the! total! time!
required! to! survey,! process! data,! and! excavate! indications.! At! first! glance! it! seems! logical! to!
simply!add!the!time!required!for!survey,!data!processing!(if!applicable),!and!excavation!to!arrive!
at! total! time! required! to! “clear”! a! given!area.! This! is! true!when!we! look!at! costs,! but!not! for!
productivity!where!we!would!want!to!work!in!the!most!efficient!way!that!these!systems!could!
be!applied.!In!practice!it!would!not!make!sense!to!have!resources!waiting!for!one!activity!to!be!
completed! if! there!was! an! opportunity! to!work! in! parallel.! In! the! case! of! a! digital! system,! as!
soon!as!a! reasonable! section!of!one!area! (a!box)!has!been! surveyed!one!would!want! to! start!
processing!data.!And,!as! soon!as! the!data! for! the!box!had!been!processed!we!would!want! to!
begin! excavation.!When!we! think! about!working! on! larger! areas! or! a! group! of!many! areas! it!
becomes!apparent!quickly!that!the!total!time!to!“clear”!all!of!that!area! is!really!the!total!time!
that! the! slowest! step! takes! plus! a! small! amount! of! survey! time! at! the! beginning! and! a! small!
amount!of!excavation!time!at!the!end.!So,!to!simplify,!we!can!say!that!time!required!to!“clear”!
any!given!area!(when!that!area!is!part!of!a! larger!set!of!work)! is!the!time!it!takes!to!complete!
the! slowest! portion! of! the! clearance! process.! This! simplification! can! also! apply! to! analogue!
systems!because! the! same!efficiency! gain! is! possible.! If! two! teams! are!utilized! (one! team! for!
survey! and!one! team! for! excavation)! then!again! the! total! time! to! “clear”! a! given!area!over! a!












the! team!would! have! spent! to! survey! the! total! test! area! and! then! applying! the! appropriate!
amount! of! setup! and! breakdown! time! based! on! averaging! time! spent! during! setup! and!
breakdown! on! each! test! day.! Note! that! survey! time! is! scaled! with! each! analogue! system! to!
account!for!8!searchers!instead!of!the!4!that!were!used!during!testing.!
!
!!!"#_!"! = (!"!"# ∗ !!"!"#$%) ∗ !"!"#_!"#!!"!"#_!"#$ , !"#$%&'(!!"#$%&#(!"!"# ∗ !!"!"#$%),!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! "#"$%&!!"#$%&# !
!!
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!!"!"# = !!"#(!"!"#$% − (!!"# + !!")!
!
Where!WDHOURS!is!the!number!of!hours!in!a!working!day;!for!UXO!Lao!this!is!6!hours!because!1!
hour! of! the! full! 8! hour! day! is! set! aside! for! lunch! and! 1! hour! is! usually! required! for! travel.!







Finally,! TEX_TOT! is! the! total! time! spent! investigating! and! excavating! all! indications! given! by! a!
system! (including! false! alarms).! This! value! is! calculated! differently! for! analogue! and! digital!
systems.! But,! for! both! systems,! we! calculated! the! total! time! to! investigate! and! excavate! all!
indications!and!then!divided!by!8!searchers!to!set!the!value!of!TEX_TOT!at!the!team!level.!





other! UXO! is! still! present! in! the! ground! (potentially! below! the! item! or! piece! of! scrap! just!
removed).!No!time!is!spent!rechecking!the!area!before!actually!excavating!soil!because!during!
the! process! of! the! analogue! detector! survey! stakes! were! placed! in! the! ground! at! the! exact!
position!that!an! indication!was!found!and!excavation!would!take!place!at!that!particular!spot.!
Note!that!the!time!to!check!the!area!after!excavation!is!actually!part!of!the!defined!time!for!TEX.!
!!!"_!"!_! = !!" ∗ (!"#$%&' + !")8! "#$%"&' !
!
In!the!above!equation!for!TEX_TOT_A,!the!term!TEX!is!the!amount!of!time!that!it!takes!to!excavate!
and! remove! a! half! BLU:26! or! piece! of! scrap! and! search! the! immediate! area!with! a! detector!
after;!determined!to!be!2!minutes!(0.034!hours)!based!on!testing!performed!by!UXO!Lao!staff.!














2. A!1x1m!box! (as!determined!by! the!+/:! 0.5m!accuracy!of! the!dig! sheet! locations)!must!be!






The! total! investigation! and! excavation! time! for! each! digital! system! is! given! by! the! following!
equation:!
!!!"_!"!_! = !!"_!"!_!_!" + !!"_!"!_!_!"#$%!&8! "#$%"&' !
!
Where! TEX_TOT_FA! is! the! time! to! investigate! and! excavate! for! false! alarm! indications! and!
TEX_TOT_TARGETS!is!the!time!to!investigate!and!excavate!for!actual!target!indications.!The!combined!
time!for!false!alarm!and!target! investigation!and!excavation! is!divided!by!8!to!set!the!value!at!




!!!"_!"!_!_!" = !!"# + (2 ∗ !!"#$%&_!) + !!" ∗ !!"#$_!! ∗ (!"!!)+ !!"# + (2 ∗ !!"#$%&_!) + !!" ∗ !!"#$_!! ∗ (!"!!)+ !!"# + (2 ∗ !!"#$%&_!) + !!" ∗ !!"#$_!!! ∗ (!"!!!)+ !!"# + (2 ∗ !!"#$%&_!) + !!" ∗ !!"#$_!!! ∗ (!"!!!)!




that! a! single! point! can! be! found! in! 30! seconds! (0.008! hours),! including! 10!minutes! of! breaks!
every!hour.!The!term!TSEARCH_D!refers!to!the!time!it!takes!to!search!a!1x1m!box!with!a!handheld!
analogue! detector! that! is! estimated! to! be! 45! seconds! (0.012! hours).! SRATE_AX! is! the! expected!
number!of!pieces!of! scrap! that!would!be! found! in!a!given!1x1m!box! in!each!of! the! test!areas!
when!using!a!handheld!detector.!Because!an!entire!1x1m!box!is!searched!for!each!digital!system!
indication,!all!indications!from!that!search!will!need!to!be!excavated.!SRATE_AX!is!examined!more!
below.! The! time! required! to! excavate! a! single! indication! (TEX)! is! multiply! by! the! expected!
!!
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not! indicated! by! a! typical! analogue! detector.! Because! we! have! detection! and! false! alarm!
numbers!from!our!testing!for!analogue!detectors!we!can!accurately!calculate!the!percentage!of!
scrap!that!would!be!expected!to!be!found!for!each!area.!
!!!"#$_!" = #!!"!!"#$#%!!"!!"#$%!!"!!"#$!!#!!"! !!!"!!"#$!! ∗ 1.0!! ∗ !"#$%! "#"$#%&'!!"#$!!"#!!"#$!!!
!
For!each!area!SRATE_AX!was!determined!as!follows:!
!!!"#$_!! = 6200!!"#$#%!!"!!"#$%2,496.58! !!!"!!"#$!1 ∗ 1.0!! ∗ 0.26 = 0.65!
!!!"#$_!! = 4450!!"#$#%!!"!!"#$%2,496.23! !!!"!!"#$!2 ∗ 1.0!! ∗ 0.23 = 0.41!
!!!"#$_!!! = 2000!!"#$#%!!"!!"#$%1,499.31! !!!"!!"#$!3! ∗ 1.0!! ∗ 0.20 = 0.27!
!!!"#$_!!! = 1000!!"#$#%!!"!!"#$%998.74! !!!"!!"#$!3! ∗ 1.0!! ∗ 0.22 = 0.22!
!
Where! the! Scrap!Detection!Rate! (SDR)!was!determined!by! taking! all! false! alarm! rates! for! the!
Vallon!and!both!Minelab!F3!analogue!detectors!in!each!area!and!dividing!by!the!total!amount!of!




! ! Vallon! Minelab!F3!Large!Head!
Minelab!F3!Small!
Head!
! Ave!SDR! FA! Scrap! SDR! FA! Scrap! SDR! FA! Scrap! SDR!
Area!1! 26%! 1943! 6200! 31%! 1291! 6200! 21%! 1602! 6200! 26%!
Area!2! 23%! 1145! 4450! 26%! 886! 4450! 20%! 1043! 4450! 23%!
Area!3a! 20%! 428! 2000! 21%! 364! 2000! 18%! 406! 2000! 20%!
Area!3b! 22%! 229! 1000! 23%! 214! 1000! 21%! 204! 1000! 20%!
!!
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D) PRODUCTIVITY RESULTS  

















based!on!modified!equipment.!This!modified!equipment! is! still! representative!of!what! can!be!
purchased!from!the!manufacturers!and!is!all!still!hand!carried.!For!each!system!a!slightly!wider!













Figure! 29! shows! that! survey! time! is! reduced! for! the! scaled! systems! by! 3:4! hours! but! the!




two! different! main! parameters! were! examined:! Fixed! Cost! and! Operational! Cost.! Fixed! Cost!














to! survey,! process! data! (if! applicable),! and! excavate! indications! and! a! full! UXO! Lao!
representative!team!consisting!of!1!team!leader,!8!searchers,!and!1!medic! (for!the!excavation!
portion!only).!Cost!calculations!of!the!survey!and!data!processing!portions!of!the!clearance!for!
digital! systems!was!based!on! the!actual!number!of!searchers!and!other!personnel! involved! in!













!!"#$%&'(&) = !"#$%&! !
!
In! the! above!equation,!OpCost! is! the! total! cost! for! the! clearance! involving! survey! (CSUR),! data!
processing!(CPROC),!and!indication!investigation!and!excavation!(CEX).!
!!"#$%& = !!"# + !!"#$ + !!"!
To!calculate!survey!cost! it’s!a! simple!matter!of!using! the! total! survey! time! that!we!previously!
calculated!and! the!hourly! rate! for!each!person!participating! in! the! survey.!TSUR_TOT! is! the! total!
time!to!survey!the!area!tested,!TLNUM_SUR!is!the!number!of!team!leaders!involved!in!the!survey,!
and! DMNUM_SUR! is! the! total! number! of! searchers! involved! in! the! survey.! For! the! Analogue!
systems!we!use!8!as!the!number!of!searchers!and!1!as!the!number!of!team!leaders.!For!digital!
systems! we! use! the! actual! number! of! searchers! involved! in! the! survey! (or! the! number!
anticipated!for!each!scaled!system)!and!include!1!team!leader.!For!both!digital!and!analogue!we!
include!an!additional! searcher! (the!plus!1! in! the!excavation!equation!below)! to! represent! the!
medic!who!receives!the!same!salary!as!a!searcher!for!the!excavation!portion!of!the!clearance.!
TLHR!and!DMHR!refer!to!the!hourly!cost!for!the!team!leader!and!searchers.!
!!!"# = !!"#_!"! ∗ !"!"#_!"# ∗ !"!" + !"!"#_!"# ∗ !"!" !
!"!" = $448! "#!!"#! "#$ℎ19.7! "#$%&'!!"#$ = $22.74! "#!!"#! "#$%&'!!"#6! !"#$%&!ℎ!"#$!!"#!!"# = $3.79! "#!!"#!ℎ!"#!
!"!" = $341! "#!!"#! "#$ℎ19.7! "#$%&'!!"#$ = $17.3! "#!!"#! "#$%&'!!"#6! "#$%&'!ℎ!"#$!!"#!!"# = $2.88! "#!!"#!ℎ!"#!
To! calculate! the! cost! for! data! processing! for! each! system,! time! spent! performing! data!
processing! (for! the! analogue! systems! this! is! 0)! is!multiplied!by! the! cost! for! a! data!processing!
personnel.!Typically!data!processing!is!performed!by!an!international!staff!member!either!onsite!
or!remotely.!It!is!important!to!note!that!we!focused!on!an!on:site!or!off:site!international!staff!




In! the!equation!below,!TPROC! refers! to! the! time! spent!processing!data! for! the!area! tested!and!
INHR! is! the! hourly! rate! for! an! international! staff! member.! Note! that! daily! downtime! for! the!
international!staff!member!is!not!included!which!is!certainly!not!accurate!but!for!the!purposes!
of!this!analysis! is!not!practical! to!make!too!many!assumptions!about!how!the!data!processing!
will!be!completed.!!!"#$ = !!"#$ ∗ !"!" !
!"!" = $10,0000! "#!!"#! "#$ℎ160!ℎ!"#$!!"#! "!"ℎ = $62.5! "#!!"#!ℎ!"#!
To!calculate!the!cost!for!investigation!and!excavation!of!each!test!indication!again!the!time!for!
excavation! is! simply! multiplied! by! the! number! of! personnel! and! their! hourly! rates.! For! the!
investigation!and!excavation!as!with!Productivity!we!are!assuming!a!typical!UXO!Lao!team!with!
8!searchers,!1!team!leader,!and!1!medic!(with!the!same!hourly!rate!as!a!searcher).!!!" = !!"_!"! ∗ 1!!"#$!!"#$"% ∗ !"!" + 9!!"#$%ℎ!"# ∗ !"!" !
Finally,! with! all! individual! costs! determined! for! survey,! data! processing,! and! indication!
investigation! and! excavation! the! Operational! Cost! Rate! in! USD! per! square! meter! can! be!
determined.! !
F) COST RESULTS 
!
Fixed!Cost:!
















































































































































$7,500! $7,500! $7,500! $7,500! $7,500! $14,000! $14,000!
Shipping!to!Lao! not!
available!





capture!only! the!cost!of!activities! that!occur!on! site,! i.e.!excluding! cost!of!operations! support!
services! provided! by! the! supporting! headquarters! and! excluding! the! cost! for! commuting,!
















compared.! For! each! scaled! system,! the! number! of! support! personnel! required! to! handle! the!










Another! interesting!way! to! look!at! the! cost!and!productivity!data! is! to!view! it! relative! to! test!






is! clear! is! that! it! is! certainly!worth!performing!more!analysis! that! focuses!on!productivity!and!
cost!versus!area!contamination!level.!!
!
G) DEEP ITEM TEST LANE RESULTS 
As!previously!described,!a!short!test! lane!at!Area!2!was!established!and!seeded!with!non:UXO!




they! received! a! signal,! they! repeatedly! swept! over! the! target! location! and! if! they! obtained! a!


































































































































































































1! 3! hemisphere!:!2.5"! 0.25! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 0.75! 0.5!
2! 6! hemisphere!:!2.5"! 0.3! 1! 0! 1! 1! 0.5! 1! 1! 1! 0.25! 0.25!
3! 9! hemisphere!:!3.5"! 0.4! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 0.75! 0.25! 0.5!
4! 12! hemisphere!:!3.5"! 0.5! 1! 1! 1! 1! 0! 0! 0.75! 0.5! 0! 0!
5! 15! hemisphere!:!4"! 0.5! 1! 1! 1! 1! 0! 0! 1! 0.5! 0! 0!
6! 18! hemisphere!:!4"! 0.6! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 0! 0.75! 0! 0!
7! 21! hemisphere!:!4.5"! 0.5! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 0.5! 0.5! 0.25! 0.25!
8! 24! hemisphere!:!4.5"! 0.6! 1! 1! 0! 1! 0.5! 0! 0! 0.25! 0! 0!
9! 27! pipe! 0.6! 1! 1! 1! 0! 1! 1! 1! 0.25! 0.25! 0.5!
10! 30! pipe! 0.75! 1! 1! 1! 0! 1! 1! 0! 0.25! 0.25! 0!










undergone! continuous! improvement! specific! to! the! Lao! context.!Whereas! the! digital! systems!
had! little! or! no! historic! performance! data! that! would! have! allowed! for! such! refinement.! A!
minimum! standard! for! probability! of! detection! (PoD)! of! 0.75! was! determined! to! allow!
productivity!and!cost!comparison!between!the!subset!of!systems!that!were!able!to!“effectively”!
locate!targets!throughout!the!test!areas.!By!no!means! is!this!defining!a!PoD!standard!for!UXO!










minimum! PoD! of! 0.75.!When! looking! at! productivity,! or! how!many! sq:m! a! given! system! can!
“clear”!in!1!hour,!the!AquaSurvey!system!stood!out!with!values!around!700!sq:m/hr!as!opposed!




digital!system!indication!the!actual!total!time!for! investigating!and!excavating!all! indications! is!
not! actually! significantly! reduced.! And,! when!we! use! the! reference! list! of! indications! from! a!




lower! cost/sq:m! than! all! of! the! digital! systems! and! only! the! AquaSurvey! system! came! close!
when!utilizing!just!the!prioritized!target!list!which!had!a!lower!PoD!than!the!analogue!systems.!
But,! it! is! important! to! note! that! PoD! was! much! higher! for! the! AquaSurvey! system! (as! for! a!






Analogue! detectors! demonstrated! a! near! constant! average! of! 10cm! in!mean! spatial! accuracy!
while! digital! systems! ranged! from! approximately! 15! to! 40cm!with! a! clear! correlation! shown!
between! smaller! receivers! providing! increasing! accuracy.! Furthermore,! analogue! systems!






standard.!During! the! trial,! this! equipment!was!handled!by!experienced!and! current!operators!
from!multiple! organizations,! used! in! a! variety! of! configurations,! settings,! in! various! soils! and!









With! respect! to! clutter! rejection,! the! Minelab! CTX3030,! the! only! analogue! detector!
demonstrated! which! is! currently! not! actively! used! in! Lao,! showed! significant! potential.!!
Although! it! did! not!meet! the! trial’s!minimum!PoD! standard,! its! exceptionally! low! false! alarm!
ratio!of!less!than!2!non:UXO!identified!for!every!correctly!detected!UXO!certainly!merits!further!



















time! gates! than! the! standard! EM61:MK2A:HP! system.! This! allowed! for! more! complex! data!
analysis!where!some!amount!of!target!discrimination!was!possible.!The!initial!field!target!list!of!
a!total!of!294!objects!accounted!for!a!PoD!of!0.75!at!25cm,!which!represented!the!least!amount!
of! false!alarms!per!UXO!identified!of!any!successful!system!demonstrated.!However,! to! locate!
the!next!11!UXO,!over!1000!additional!non:UXO!would!require!investigation.!This!demonstrates!
both!the!potential!and!the!difficulty!of!classification;!the!FAR!typically!increases!significantly!for!









the! lowest! FAR,! 1353,!when! comparing! only! the! Response! list! (AquaSurvey! has! a! better! FAR!















The! actual! equipment! that! was! tested! was! a! prototype! of! the! now! commercially! available!
system.!!For!the!trial,!its!four!circular!receivers!of!0.67m!diameter!were!overlapped!evenly!and!


















of!3.6! years!of! experience.! This!was!a!modified!EM61:MK2A:HP! system.!The! time!gates!were!




The! system!was! configured!with! hand:carried! poles!where! the! console! and! data! logger!were!
mounted! to,! rather! than! the! standard!wheeled!configuration.! ! This! resulted! in! improved!data!























coils,! spaced! approximately! 25cm! apart! and! encircled! by! a! transmitting! cable.! ! It! samples! 30!
different!channels!and!the!transmitter!outputs!up!to!25A.!!It!was!carried!by!two!operators!while!









system! has! advanced! the! standard! product! by! creating! an! array! and! synchronizing! three!


















The! area!was! searched!with! two! people! operating! the! UPEX! 740M,! two! people!moving! lane!
ropes!and!one!supervisor.!The!average!number!of!years!of!operator!experience!was!5.25!years.!!
This! system! was! deployed! in! a! 1m! x! 2m! wide! configuration! with! the! coincident!






reference! the! grid! once! completed.! They! appeared! however,! to! lack! experience! to! use! the!
equipment!in!data:logging!mode;!as!was!evidenced!by!one!grid!that!had!been!set!up!incorrectly!
and!had!to!be!resurveyed!as!well!as!the!detection!score!which,!was!the!lowest!of!all!equipment!
demonstrated.! Performing! local! grids! that! are! later! geo:referenced! may! work! for! large! UXO!
targets!but!is!not!ideal!for!small!targets!such!as!BLUs.!!The!resulting!spatial!errors!would!quickly!
compound!with!larger!grids!when!walking!speeds,!start/stop!times!are!not!precisely!managed.!









































For!productivity!and!cost!metrics,! this!detector!had!a! lower! than!average!productivity! rate!of!
less!than!500!sq:m/hr!but!a!low!cost!rate!of!0.10!USD/sq:m.!
!




This! metal! detector! was! used! on! setting! 8! and! searched! lanes! one! meter! wide! with! 15cm!
overlap!on!each!side!while!maintaining!the!search!head!approximately!7cm!above!the!ground.!




















This!metal! detector!was!used!with! settings!optimized! for! the!detection!of! a!BLU:26! to!25cm.!!
The!volume!was!36!and!the!sensitivity!27,!with!standard!ground!compensation.!The!detectors!
were! all! ground! balanced! and! tested! on! a! half! BLU:26! at! 20,! 25! and! 30cm! depth! before!
searching!and!after!changing!batteries.!Lanes!were!one!meter!wide!with!20cm!overlap!on!each!
side.!The!search!head!was!held!approximately!15cm!above!the!surface!and!all!targets!that!met!










The! area!was! searched!with! two! people! operating! the! UPEX! 740M;! two! people!moving! lane!









head.! It!was! then! tested!over! the!half! BLU:26! at! 25cm.! Signals! of! 20!or! greater! on! the!UPEX!
740M! were! marked! with! bamboo! pegs! and! subsequently! searched! with! the! PIDD! to! isolate!
targets.! This! system! failed! to! meet! the! minimum! PoD! requirements! of! the! trial.! A! potential!
cause! is!the! large!array!size!which!relates!directly!to!a!decrease! in!resolution!of!small!objects.!
The! receiver! size! of! 1m! x! 2m! may! be! an! area! to! focus! on! because! a! larger! receiver! will!











This!metal! detector!was!used!with! settings!optimized! for! the!detection!of! a!BLU:26! to!25cm.!!
The!detectors!have!a! range!of! adjustable! settings! and!exploit! the!ability!of! the! instrument! to!
provide!information!to!the!operator!about!the!ferrous!and!conductive!nature!of!the!signal!being!
received.!The!detector!can!be!set!up!to!emit!a!tone!when!a!certain!combination!of!ferrous!and!
conductive! values! have! been!measured!while! the! threshold!will! blank! over! targets!which! are!
measured!but!do!not!fall! inside!the!range!of!accepted!signals.!In!this!way,!it!was!attempted!to!













enough! to!meet!CWA!guidelines!but!not! ideal.!During! the! training!performed!by! the!Minelab!
country!representative,!a!method!of!pinpointing!was!devised!to!deal!with!the!event!that!targets!
fell!near!to!the!discrimination!pattern.!This!involved!sweeping!the!search!head!over!the!target!
from! multiple! directions! and! at! multiple! angles.! Only! targets! that! repeatedly! fell! inside! the!
discrimination! pattern! were!marked! for! investigation.! The! ability! to! avoid! time! on! the!many!
pieces! of! non:UXO! present! allowed! this! team! to! complete! the! search! in! very! short! time.!!
Although! they! missed! almost! half! of! the! UXO! in! the! test! areas! at! 25cm! deep,! this! detector!
showed! significant! potential! due! to! the!extremely! low! false! alarm! ratio;! less! than!2!non:UXO!
were!identified!for!each!UXO.!If!the!discrimination!pattern!could!be!relaxed!so!that!more!targets!





searching! in!an!area!where! it! is!not!known!what!types!of!UXO!are!present,! the!discrimination!
patterns! used! during! this! trial! could! not! reliably! detect! such! items.! This! limits! the! use! of!







The!area!was!searched!with! two!people!operating! the!UPEX!740M,! three!people!moving! lane!
ropes! and!marking! areas! for! follow!up! investigation!with! the!Vallon,! and!one! supervisor.! The!
average!number!of!years!of!operator!experience!was!7.3!years.!This!system!was!deployed!in!a!










large! array! size! which! relates! directly! to! a! decrease! in! resolution! of! small! objects.! The!












XII. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 







detection! and! less! than! half! of! the! false! alarm! indications! compared! to! the! successful!
analogue! systems! tested.! As! such,! they! certainly! should! be! considered! as! viable! UXO!
detection!systems.!Going!forward,!it!will!be!important!to!develop!accreditation,!operational!
standards,!and!QM!processes!for!these!systems.!
They! do! have! a! few! drawbacks! that! need! to! be! considered.! Due! to! the! requirement! of!
having! GPS,! they! need! a! relatively! open! view! of! the! sky! which! limits! where! they! can!
operate.! They! struggle! in! difficult! terrain! or!where! vegetation! restricts! access.! They! have!
large! initial! costs! for! both! the! equipment! and! training.! In! addition,! our! analysis! indicates!
that!they!are!much!more!expensive!to!operate!and!may!only!provide!marginal!improvement!
in!productivity!and!PoD.! It! is!clear!that! local!staff!would!be!able!to!handle!a!man:portable!
system,! but! data! analysis! would! need! to! be! significantly! automated,! sped! up,! and/or!
conducted!by!regional!personnel!rather!than!outsourced!by!foreign!experts!in!order!to!be!a!









has! been! carried! out! to! an! agreed! standard.! In! addition,! these! systems! scored! well! on!
probability!of!detection!and!had!low!false!alarm!rates!largely!by!allowing!the!data!analyst!to!
determine!what!constitutes!a!“target”!based!on!a!repeatable!process!utilizing!a!multitude!of!
parameters! including! but! not! limited! to:! minimum! signal! strength,! inherent! conductive!
properties,!anomaly!width,!and!calculated!target!size.!!!
2. Unless! the! data! processing! costs! associated! with! using! digital! systems! are! substantially!
reduced,!analogue!systems!are! likely! to! remain! the!preferred!choice! for!organizations! like!
UXO!Lao.!
3. Of! the! successful! digital! systems,! the! Aqua! Survey! system!was! by! far! the! best! performer!
from!a!productivity!and!cost!standpoint!with!productivity!approaching!700!sq:m/hour!and!
cost!of!just!over!0.1!USD/sq:m.!!!






5. Digital! systems,! notably! the!UltraTEM!by!GapEOD! and! the! EM61! BLU:26! Array! appear! to!
offer! technology! able! to! clear! up! to! 75cm! in! a! single! pass.! This! could! represent! a! cost!




and! the! Vallon! VMXC1.! These! systems! did! have! high! numbers! of! False! Alarms! but! this!
ultimately!did!not!negatively!affect! their!productivity!and!cost!rates!–!productivity!was!on!
average!equivalent!to!most!digital!systems!even!when!they!were!scaled,!and!their!cost!rate!
was! significantly! better! than! all! digital! systems! evaluated.! Special! care!must! be! taken! to!
recognize!mineralized!soils!and!in!those!areas,!additional!testing!and!ground!compensation!
measures!should!be!undertaken!to!ensure!adequate!performance.!
7. The! UPEX! 740M! failed! to!meet! the! trial’s! minimum! PoD! standard! in! every! configuration!












9. Given!what!we!know!about! the!ground!conditions! in! Lao! (terrain,! soil! characteristics,!and!
fragmentation! contamination)! and!measurements! taken!at! the! test! sites,! the!4! test! areas!





1. UXO! Lao! should! conduct! a! simple! desk! study! to! look! at! how! a! digital! detection! system!
would!fit!with!existing!operations!and!what!the!true!impact!and!cost!would!be!over!a!period!




contamination! level! to! determine! if! certain! systems! would! be! better! suited! to! certain!
environments!and!terrain.!
2. UXO! Lao! QM! Department! is! advised! to! further! investigate/analyse! the! results! for! the!
Ebinger!UPEX!740M.!Further! testing! in! the!same!test!areas!utilized! for! this! trial! should!be!
done!with!various!loop!sizes,!settings,!heights!and!along!with!non:blind!testing!to!examine!
the!effects!of!operator! techniques.! It! is! recommended! that! Ebinger! technical! staff! handle!
!!
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the! equipment! during! the! testing! to! ensure! proper! calibration! and! handling.! It! is! further!
recommended!that! representatives! from!Ebinger!and!operational!managers! from!selected!
organisations!(i.e.!UXO!Lao,!MMG,!GICHD,!etc.)!are!also!present!to!observe!calibration!and!
handling!and!provide!technical!assistance.!
3. UXO! Lao! should! test! the! use! of! large! search! heads! for! the! Vallon! or! optimize! search!
techniques!(e.g.!higher!stand:off!distance!from!the!ground!with!higher!sensitivity!setting)!to!
improve!clutter!discrimination,!which!is!the!main!problem!of!the!Vallon.!
4. UXO!Lao! should! further! investigate! the!Minelab!CTX3030,!with! the! goal! of! understanding!
the! true! capabilities! of! the! system! as! related! to! technical! survey! and! perhaps! should!
conduct!a!technical!survey!focused!trial!where!other!systems!are!also!examined.!
5. Independent! testing! is! crucial! to! advance! detection! technology! and! survey! techniques! as!
they!relate!to!UXO!clearance.!It!is!recommended!that!UXO!Lao,!together!with!the!NRA!and!
other! UXO! clearance! organizations! within! Laos! support! on:going! testing! of! detection!
equipment.!For!instance,!if!a!single!test!area!of!one!hectare!with!approximately!500!targets!
(including! all! types! of! commonly! found!UXO)! and! appropriately! representative! conditions!








APPENDIX A. TEST EQUIPMENT 
A!number!of!different!operators!and!detection!systems!were!used!during!the!test.!Below!is!a!list!
(in!the!approximate!order!they!were!tested)!of!each!piece!of!equipment!and!the!operator!that!



















Aqua! Survey,! Inc.! has! trained! technicians! to! successfully! operate! the! field! equipment! in! two!
weeks.!!The!amount!of!time!to!become!proficient!with!the!use!of!processing!software!is!highly!

















































ground! conditions,! against! a! specific! mine! threat! and! within! areas! of! electromagnetic!































The! UPEX®! detects! ferrous! and! non:ferrous! metals! as! well! as! alloys.! It! is! ideally! suited! for!

















socket!at! the!electronic!box.!The!EPAD®!data! logger!stores! the!values!measured!by! the!metal!
detector!for!subsequent!processing,!interpretation!and!conversion!into!a!coloured:coded!map.!
This! version! is! in! conformity!with! the! requirements!of!GIS! systems! (geo:information! systems)!








full! colour! LCD! and! advanced! Target! Trace! discrimination! you! will! find! more! treasure,! even!
amongst!junk!littered!areas,!in!all!ground!conditions.!
!
Enjoy! the! freedom! of! wireless! audio! with! the! versatility! of! built:in! speaker! and! headphone!
options.!With!Minelab’s!exclusive! integrated!GPS,!you!can!navigate!to!your!favourite! locations!
















• Ultimate! FeCo! Discrimination:! With! Ferrous! (Fe)! and! Conductivity! (Co)! target!
resolution,! plus! adjustable! Tone! ID! Profiles,! you! can! detect! (accept)! the! targets! you!
want!to!and!ignore!(reject)!the!rest.!With!Target!Trace!and!Target!Separation,!you!can!
identify!multiple!targets!simultaneously!for!accurate!detecting!results.!
• Full! Colour!Display:! The! full! colour! LCD! clearly! displays!more! target! information! than!
ever!before!and!greatly!enhances!the!CTX!3030’s!discrimination!capabilities.!






• PC! Mapping! (with! Google! Maps):! Upload! all! of! your! detector! settings! and! treasure!
locations! to! your!PC!using! the!XChange!2! application.!Attach!photos! and! text! to! your!
finds,! group! them! into! categories.! View! the! locations! on! Google!Maps.! You! can! also!
download!data!to!your!detector!for!re:exploring!favourite!areas.!
• Quick!Menus! (and!smart! functions):!Quick!Menus!give!you!easy!access! to! ‘on! the!go’!
adjustments.!Smart! functions! (Sensitivity,!Noise!Cancel,!Audio,!Ground!Balance)!and!a!
customisable! User! button! allow! fast! changes! to! your! most! used! controls! while!
detecting.!













Golden!West! has!modified! the! UPEX! 740!made! by! Ebinger! GmbH! of! Germany.! ! It! is! a! hand!



















• A! sensor! array! (100cm! x! 100cm! x! 2)! with! centre! mounted! GPS! antenna.! Productivity!
~5000m2:6000m2!/hour!depending!on!sensor!array.!!

















PIDD:! UXO! locator,! interference! compensation;! The! EBINGER! PIDD! metal! detector! is! a! new,!






The! EM61:BLU26! Array! prototype! system! is! comprised! of! a! multi:turn! transmitter! cable!!
































• Gap!GeoPak!LPTX:25! transmitter!with! in:built! controller:!The!LPTX:25! is!a!battery:powered!
transmitter! capable! of! transmitting! up! to! 25! Amps.! It! has! evolved! from! earlier! prototype!
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!61!












the! capability! to! track! both! the! standard! GPS! constellation! of! satellites! as! well! as! the!
GLONASS! constellation.! The! increased! number! of! satellites! minimizes! the! chance! that!








APPENDIX B. DISTANCE TO TARGET CALCULATION 
As!discussed! in! the! results! section,!we!define!Distance) to) Target! as! the!horizontal! separation!
distance!between!the!indicated!target!location!and!an!actual!seeded!location.!!
!
For! analogue! systems,! the! CEN!Workshop! Agreement! 14747,! the! field! users! guide! for! metal!







We!must! also! take! into! account! an! aspect! of! our! testing! procedure! where! we! measure! the!
location! of! analogue! detector! indications! with! a! GPS! and! then! compare! to! GPS! measured!
locations!of!the!actually!seeded!items.!Because!of!this!process,!we!must!include!two!times!the!
error! in! our! GPS! measurement.! MMG! performed! a! test! with! the! RTK! GPS! that! was! utilized!
during!the!trial!and!determined!that!the!GPS!error!was!on!average!4.29!cm.!
!
So!to!determine!Distance)to)Target!we!do!the!following:!!"#$%&'(!!"!!"#$%& = !"#! "#$%!!"#$%#!!"! "#$%!!"!!"#$%&2 + 10!" + 2 ∗ (!"#!!""#")!
So,!!"#$%&'(!!"!!"#$%& = 6.4!"2 + 10!" + 2 ∗ 4.29!" = 21.78!"!
!







APPENDIX C. CALCULATION OF 95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS 




The! upper! and! lower! 95%! confidence! limits! of! the! probability! of! detection! can! be! computed!
using!standard!statistical!tables!that!include!the!F!distribution.!From!the!CWA!we!know!that:!
!!"#!"#$% = !! + ! − ! + 1 ∗ !!!! !,!!,!! ! ℎ!"!!!! = 2 ! − ! + 1 !!"#!!! = 2!!
!"#!""#$ = ! + 1 ∗ !!!! !,!!,!!! − ! + ! + 1 ∗ !!!! !,!!,!! ! ℎ!"!!!! = 2 ! + 1 !!"#!!! = 2(! − !)!
Where! n! is! the! number! of! opportunities! to! detect! a! target,! x! is! the! number! of! correct!
detections,!1@α!is!95%,!and!F!represents!the!F!distribution!function!evaluated!as!shown!above.!
!
For! the! False! Alarm! Rate! to! calculate! the! 95%! confidence! limits! we! utilize! the! chi:squared!
distribution!as!follows:!
!!"#!"#$% = 12! !!! !,! ! ℎ!"!!! = 2!!!"#!""#$ = 12! !!!!! !,! ! ℎ!"!!! = 2(! + 1)!
















System T25A1 D25A1 POD25A1 ME25A1 PE25A1 T25A2 D25A2 POD25A2 ME25A2 PE25A2 T25A3a D25A3a POD25A3a ME25A3a PE25A3a T25A3b D25A3b POD25A3b ME25A3b PE25A3b T25 D25 POD25 ME25 PE25
Vallon 21 20 0.95 0.19 0.05 26 18 0.69 0.21 0.16 14 13 0.93 0.27 0.07 8 7 0.88 0.40 0.12 69 58 0.84 0.11 0.08
UPEX57405with5Vallon 21 10 0.48 0.22 0.23 26 13 0.50 0.20 0.20 9 5 0.56 0.34 0.31 8 1 0.13 0.12 0.40 64 29 0.45 0.12 0.13
UPEX57405with5PIDD 19 9 0.47 0.23 0.24 26 18 0.69 0.21 0.16 14 10 0.71 0.30 0.20 8 7 0.88 0.40 0.12 67 44 0.66 0.13 0.11
Minelab5F35Large5Head 21 19 0.90 0.21 0.08 26 19 0.73 0.21 0.15 14 14 1.00 0.23 0.00 8 6 0.75 0.40 0.22 69 58 0.84 0.11 0.08
Minelab5F35Small5Head 21 14 0.67 0.24 0.19 26 21 0.81 0.20 0.13 14 9 0.64 0.29 0.23 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 52 0.75 0.12 0.10
Minelab5CTX53030 21 11 0.52 0.23 0.22 26 10 0.38 0.18 0.21 14 11 0.79 0.29 0.17 8 4 0.50 0.34 0.34 69 36 0.52 0.12 0.12
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[PT] 21 14 0.67 0.24 0.19 26 19 0.73 0.21 0.15 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 8 5 0.63 0.38 0.29 67 50 0.75 0.12 0.10
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[PR] 21 17 0.81 0.23 0.14 26 24 0.92 0.17 0.07 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 67 61 0.91 0.10 0.06
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[FT] 21 15 0.71 0.24 0.17 26 20 0.77 0.21 0.14 12 11 0.92 0.30 0.08 8 7 0.88 0.40 0.12 67 53 0.79 0.12 0.09
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[FR] 21 20 0.95 0.19 0.05 26 22 0.85 0.19 0.11 12 11 0.92 0.30 0.08 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 67 61 0.91 0.10 0.06
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[PT] 18 5 0.28 0.18 0.26 26 4 0.15 0.11 0.19 14 4 0.29 0.20 0.30 8 1 0.13 0.12 0.40 66 14 0.21 0.09 0.12
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[PR] 18 5 0.28 0.18 0.26 26 5 0.19 0.13 0.20 14 4 0.29 0.20 0.30 8 1 0.13 0.12 0.40 66 15 0.23 0.09 0.12
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[FT] 18 14 0.78 0.25 0.16 26 18 0.69 0.21 0.16 14 14 1.00 0.23 0.00 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 66 54 0.82 0.11 0.08
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[FR] 18 16 0.89 0.24 0.10 26 20 0.77 0.21 0.14 14 14 1.00 0.23 0.00 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 66 58 0.88 0.10 0.07
Golen5West5M&DS5[PT] 21 10 0.48 0.22 0.23 26 7 0.27 0.15 0.21 14 6 0.43 0.25 0.28 8 6 0.75 0.40 0.22 69 29 0.42 0.12 0.12
Golen5West5M&DS5[FT] 21 10 0.48 0.22 0.23 26 10 0.38 0.18 0.21 14 7 0.50 0.27 0.27 8 6 0.75 0.40 0.22 69 33 0.48 0.12 0.12
Geonics5EM615[PT] 21 19 0.90 0.21 0.08 26 19 0.73 0.21 0.15 14 14 1.00 0.23 0.00 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 60 0.87 0.10 0.07
Geonics5EM615[FT] 21 19 0.90 0.21 0.08 26 18 0.69 0.21 0.16 14 13 0.93 0.27 0.07 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 58 0.84 0.11 0.08
Geonics5EM615[FR] 21 19 0.90 0.21 0.08 26 18 0.69 0.21 0.16 14 14 1.00 0.23 0.00 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 59 0.86 0.11 0.07
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[PT] 21 19 0.90 0.21 0.08 26 17 0.65 0.21 0.17 14 9 0.64 0.29 0.23 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 53 0.77 0.12 0.09
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[PR] 21 19 0.90 0.21 0.08 26 17 0.65 0.21 0.17 14 12 0.86 0.29 0.13 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 56 0.81 0.11 0.08
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[FT] 21 18 0.86 0.22 0.11 26 19 0.73 0.21 0.15 14 12 0.86 0.29 0.13 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 57 0.83 0.11 0.08
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[FR] 21 18 0.86 0.22 0.11 26 19 0.73 0.21 0.15 14 13 0.93 0.27 0.07 8 8 1.00 0.37 0.00 69 58 0.84 0.11 0.08









System T40A1 D40A1 POD40A1 ME40A1 PE40A1 T40A2 D40A2 POD40A2 ME40A2 PE40A2 T40A3a D40A3a POD40A3a ME40A3a PE40A3a T40A3b D40A3b POD40A3b ME40A3b PE40A3b T40 D40 POD40 ME40 PE40
Vallon 27 18 0.67 0.21 0.17 24 18 0.75 0.22 0.15 16 13 0.81 0.27 0.15 12 11 0.92 0.30 0.08 79 60 0.76 0.11 0.09
UPEX57405with5Vallon 29 12 0.41 0.18 0.20 24 13 0.54 0.21 0.20 11 8 0.73 0.34 0.21 12 3 0.25 0.20 0.32 76 36 0.47 0.12 0.12
UPEX57405with5PIDD 24 11 0.46 0.20 0.21 24 9 0.38 0.19 0.22 16 6 0.38 0.22 0.27 12 5 0.42 0.27 0.31 76 31 0.41 0.11 0.12
Minelab5F35Large5Head 29 27 0.93 0.16 0.06 24 15 0.63 0.22 0.19 16 16 1.00 0.21 0.00 12 11 0.92 0.30 0.08 81 69 0.85 0.10 0.07
Minelab5F35Small5Head 29 19 0.66 0.20 0.17 24 15 0.63 0.22 0.19 16 13 0.81 0.27 0.15 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 59 0.73 0.11 0.09
Minelab5CTX53030 29 5 0.17 0.11 0.19 24 4 0.17 0.12 0.21 16 12 0.75 0.27 0.18 12 7 0.58 0.31 0.27 81 28 0.35 0.10 0.11
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[PT] 29 9 0.31 0.16 0.20 24 12 0.50 0.21 0.21 15 13 0.87 0.27 0.12 12 11 0.92 0.30 0.08 80 45 0.56 0.12 0.11
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[PR] 29 18 0.62 0.20 0.17 24 17 0.71 0.22 0.17 15 13 0.87 0.27 0.12 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 80 60 0.75 0.11 0.09
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[FT] 29 10 0.34 0.17 0.20 24 16 0.67 0.22 0.18 16 15 0.94 0.24 0.06 12 11 0.92 0.30 0.08 81 52 0.64 0.11 0.10
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[FR] 29 24 0.83 0.19 0.11 24 21 0.88 0.20 0.10 16 15 0.94 0.24 0.06 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 72 0.89 0.09 0.06
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[PT] 26 3 0.12 0.09 0.19 24 7 0.29 0.17 0.22 16 2 0.13 0.11 0.26 12 3 0.25 0.20 0.32 78 15 0.19 0.08 0.10
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[PR] 26 3 0.12 0.09 0.19 24 8 0.33 0.18 0.22 16 2 0.13 0.11 0.26 12 3 0.25 0.20 0.32 78 16 0.21 0.08 0.11
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[FT] 26 21 0.81 0.20 0.13 24 20 0.83 0.21 0.12 16 14 0.88 0.26 0.11 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 78 67 0.86 0.10 0.07
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[FR] 26 23 0.88 0.19 0.09 24 23 0.96 0.17 0.04 16 14 0.88 0.26 0.11 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 78 72 0.92 0.08 0.05
Golen5West5M&DS5[PT] 29 7 0.24 0.14 0.19 24 7 0.29 0.17 0.22 15 2 0.13 0.12 0.27 12 6 0.50 0.29 0.29 80 22 0.28 0.09 0.11
Golen5West5M&DS5[FT] 29 13 0.45 0.18 0.19 24 9 0.38 0.19 0.22 15 2 0.13 0.12 0.27 12 4 0.33 0.23 0.32 80 28 0.35 0.10 0.11
Geonics5EM615[PT] 29 20 0.69 0.20 0.16 24 19 0.79 0.21 0.14 16 9 0.56 0.26 0.24 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 60 0.74 0.11 0.09
Geonics5EM615[FT] 29 20 0.69 0.20 0.16 24 19 0.79 0.21 0.14 16 6 0.38 0.22 0.27 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 57 0.70 0.11 0.10
Geonics5EM615[FR] 29 20 0.69 0.20 0.16 24 19 0.79 0.21 0.14 16 6 0.38 0.22 0.27 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 57 0.70 0.11 0.10
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[PT] 29 25 0.86 0.18 0.10 24 22 0.92 0.19 0.07 16 7 0.44 0.24 0.26 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 66 0.81 0.10 0.08
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[PR] 29 25 0.86 0.18 0.10 24 22 0.92 0.19 0.07 16 7 0.44 0.24 0.26 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 66 0.81 0.10 0.08
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[FT] 29 26 0.90 0.17 0.08 24 21 0.88 0.20 0.10 16 10 0.63 0.27 0.22 12 11 0.92 0.30 0.08 81 68 0.84 0.10 0.07
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[FR] 29 27 0.93 0.16 0.06 24 21 0.88 0.20 0.10 16 10 0.63 0.27 0.22 12 12 1.00 0.26 0.00 81 70 0.86 0.09 0.07


















System FASA1 ASA1 FARA1 MEA1 PEA1 FASA2 ASA2 FARA2 MEA2 PEA2 FASA3a ASA3a FARA3a MEA3a PEA3a FASA3a ASA3b FARA3b MEA3b PEA3b FAS AS FAR ME PE
Vallon 1943 2408.73 0.81 0.04 0.04 1145 2496.23 0.46 0.03 0.03 428 1478.608 0.29 0.03 0.03 229 995.466 0.23 0.03 0.03 3745 7379 0.51 0.02 0.02
UPEX57405with5Vallon 608 2496.58 0.24 0.02 0.02 684 2496.23 0.27 0.02 0.02 138 977.151 0.14 0.02 0.03 126 979.9 0.13 0.02 0.02 1556 6950 0.22 0.01 0.01
UPEX57405with5PIDD 1110 2496.58 0.44 0.03 0.03 846 2496.23 0.34 0.02 0.02 368 1474.055 0.25 0.02 0.03 144 996.03 0.14 0.02 0.03 2468 7463 0.33 0.01 0.01
Minelab5F35Large5Head 1291 2496.58 0.52 0.03 0.03 886 2496.23 0.35 0.02 0.02 364 1478.608 0.25 0.02 0.03 214 996.03 0.21 0.03 0.03 2755 7467 0.37 0.01 0.01
Minelab5F35Small5Head 1602 2496.58 0.64 0.03 0.03 1043 2496.23 0.42 0.02 0.03 406 1492.75 0.27 0.03 0.03 204 995.83 0.20 0.03 0.03 3255 7481 0.44 0.01 0.02
Minelab5CTX53030 14 2496.58 0.01 0.00 0.00 41 2496.23 0.02 0.00 0.01 54 1499.31 0.04 0.01 0.01 10 994.357 0.01 0.01 0.01 119 7486 0.02 0.00 0.00
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[PT] 57 2494.85 0.02 0.01 0.01 81 2449.04 0.03 0.01 0.01 109 1353.32 0.08 0.01 0.02 47 979.16 0.05 0.01 0.02 294 7276 0.04 0.00 0.00
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[PR] 377 2494.85 0.15 0.01 0.02 410 2449.04 0.17 0.02 0.02 180 1353.32 0.13 0.02 0.02 152 979.16 0.16 0.02 0.03 1119 7276 0.15 0.01 0.01
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[FT] 104 2494.85 0.04 0.01 0.01 131 2449.04 0.05 0.01 0.01 94 1353.32 0.07 0.01 0.02 43 979.16 0.04 0.01 0.02 372 7276 0.05 0.01 0.01
AquaSurvey5Geonics5EM47/63RHP5[FR] 639 2494.85 0.26 0.02 0.02 397 2449.04 0.16 0.02 0.02 194 1353.32 0.14 0.02 0.02 116 979.16 0.12 0.02 0.02 1346 7276 0.18 0.01 0.01
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[PT] 255 2204.04 0.12 0.01 0.02 279 2369.85 0.12 0.01 0.01 57 1477.54 0.04 0.01 0.01 54 974.34 0.06 0.01 0.02 645 7026 0.09 0.01 0.01
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[PR] 294 2204.04 0.13 0.01 0.02 354 2369.85 0.15 0.02 0.02 72 1477.54 0.05 0.01 0.01 72 974.34 0.07 0.02 0.02 792 7026 0.11 0.01 0.01
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[FT] 323 2204.04 0.15 0.02 0.02 272 2369.85 0.11 0.01 0.01 145 1477.54 0.10 0.02 0.02 102 974.34 0.10 0.02 0.02 842 7026 0.12 0.01 0.01
Geonics5EM615BLU5Array5[FR] 398 2204.04 0.18 0.02 0.02 294 2369.85 0.12 0.01 0.02 163 1477.54 0.11 0.02 0.02 123 974.34 0.13 0.02 0.02 978 7026 0.14 0.01 0.01
Golen5West5M&DS5[PT] 218 2496.58 0.09 0.01 0.01 312 2484.89 0.13 0.01 0.01 246 1498.84 0.16 0.02 0.02 181 996.27 0.18 0.03 0.03 957 7477 0.13 0.01 0.01
Golen5West5M&DS5[FT] 306 2496.58 0.12 0.01 0.01 398 2484.89 0.16 0.02 0.02 190 1498.84 0.13 0.02 0.02 154 996.27 0.15 0.02 0.03 1048 7477 0.14 0.01 0.01
Geonics5EM615[PT] 462 2453.3 0.19 0.02 0.02 439 2447.18 0.18 0.02 0.02 248 1457.56 0.17 0.02 0.02 129 948.83 0.14 0.02 0.03 1278 7307 0.17 0.01 0.01
Geonics5EM615[FT] 345 2453.3 0.14 0.01 0.02 342 2447.18 0.14 0.01 0.02 200 1457.56 0.14 0.02 0.02 102 948.83 0.11 0.02 0.02 989 7307 0.14 0.01 0.01
Geonics5EM615[FR] 462 2453.3 0.19 0.02 0.02 440 2447.18 0.18 0.02 0.02 251 1457.56 0.17 0.02 0.02 129 948.83 0.14 0.02 0.03 1282 7307 0.18 0.01 0.01
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[PT] 784 2451.96 0.32 0.02 0.02 485 2456.44 0.20 0.02 0.02 85 1466.31 0.06 0.01 0.01 145 985.58 0.15 0.02 0.03 1499 7360 0.20 0.01 0.01
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[PR] 822 2451.96 0.34 0.02 0.02 507 2456.44 0.21 0.02 0.02 104 1466.31 0.07 0.01 0.02 155 985.58 0.16 0.02 0.03 1588 7360 0.22 0.01 0.01
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[FT] 791 2452 0.32 0.02 0.02 570 2456.4 0.23 0.02 0.02 182 1466.3 0.12 0.02 0.02 153 985.6 0.16 0.02 0.03 1696 7360 0.23 0.01 0.01
GapEOD5UltraTEM5[FR] 810 2452 0.33 0.02 0.02 600 2456.4 0.24 0.02 0.02 196 1466.3 0.13 0.02 0.02 184 985.6 0.19 0.03 0.03 1790 7360 0.24 0.01 0.01




APPENDIX D. ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR TARGET DEPTH RANGE 
25.1-40CM 




the! [XX]! after! some! of! the! system! names! indicates! which! set! of! data! is! being! shown.! The! P!
indicates!preliminary!data! that!was! calculated! in! the!4.5!hours! after! each! test! day!whereas! F!
indicates!final!data!submitted!with!each!equipment!operators/manufacturers!final!report.!And!
the! T! refers! to! the! data! being! the! prioritized! list! of! targets! and! the! R! refers! instead! to! the!













Below! are! a! series! of! Receiver!Operator! Characteristic! Plots! for! the! target! depth! range! 25.1:




















































APPENDIX E. TESTING PHOTOS 
1. Aqua!Survey,!Inc.!–!Geonics!EM47/63!HP!
!
!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!75!
2. MMG!:!Minelab!F3!Large!head,!YELLOW!cap!
!
!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!76!
3. UXO!Lao!–!Vallon!VMXC1!
!
!
! !
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!77!
4. UXO!Lao!:!Upex!740M!Analogue!+!Vallon!VMXC1!
!
!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!78!
5. UXO!Lao!:!Upex!740M!Data!Logger!
!
!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!79!
6. MMG!:!Minelab!CTX!3030!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!80!
7. Golden!West!Humanitarian!Foundation!–!MMDS!(UPEX!740M)!
!
!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!81!
8. HALO!Trust!:!Upex!740M!Analogue!+!EBINGER!PIDD!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!82!
9. MMG!–!Geonics!EM61:BLU26!Array!
!
!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!83!
10. MMG!–!Geonics!EM61!!
!
!
!
! !
!!
GICHD!|!UXO!Lao!|!UNDP!|!MMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Test!Report:!UXO!Lao!BLU:26!Detection!Trial! Page!84!
11. GAP!Explosive!Ordnance!Detection!–!ULTRATEM!Mobile!Detection!System!
!
!
!
!
!
!
